Student Number:  __________________					Date:  ____________

Full Debate Evaluation 				Appropriate dress?  	Yes or No

Rating:  	5 = Outstanding	4 = good	3 = fair		2 = poor	1 = unprepared

Affirmative Team:  	________________________        Negative Team:  __________________________

Point totals: 	       1A ______	2A ______			1N ______		2N _______

Resolution:  _______________________________________________________________________ __________________________________________________________________________________ __________________________________________________________________________________

1st Affirmative Speaker: (1AC)									Rating:  _______ 
Introduces self and partner						
Gives brief, interesting history of topic tied to the affirmative philosophy
States proposition/resolution
Defines terms as needed (may not have anything here)
Explains Harms 
Identifies Inherency of the Harms
Briefly outlines plan 
The debater might not do these in this order; they just need to be introduced
Mandates Plank 
Agency Plank
Enforcement Plank
Funding Plank
Ends with conclusion that will set up the 2AC
Uses at least 4 sources (if not, presenter earns a zero)


2nd Negative Cross Examination (2NX):								Rating:  _______ 	
Asks purposeful questions while doing any of the following:
Addressing plan's potential
Exposing errors/weaknesses in evidence
Addressing Harms:  Question inherency of them or significance
Questioning source credibility 
Working to trap opponent
Working to setup partner  

Negative peeps:  remember that you want to ultimately decide on one to two reasons why the AFF case is not good!  There are a few ways to do this.  
Prove that their plan does not actually solve the problem (solvency)
Prove that their plan creates more problems than it solves (disadvantages and harms)
Agree that there is a problem with the status quo but that there is a better way to solve it than AFF’s plan (create a counterplan).
Can argue AFF plan does not fit within framework of resolution (topicality)
Decide how you will FOCUS your arguments so that you can best reveal the flaws.  It’s not about responding to everything, but highlighting the ONE thing that makes their case flawed.

1st Negative Speaker (1NC)									Rating:  _______ 	
Introduces self and partner
Gives brief philosophical statement toward negative side
Redefines any terms necessary
Identifies and defines conceded and waived issues (these are things your team won’t bother to argue…)
Addresses points in the 1AC by any of the following
	Refuting the legitimacy of their harms
	Offering evidence contrary to points 
	Explaining specifically why the affirmative’s plan is faulty (if the 1AC had gotten to it)
	Attacking credibility
	Follows up on any questions raised in 2NX that can support the negative point/injure the Aff Case
Ends with conclusion calling for the support of the negative side
Uses at least 4 sources (if not, presenter earns a zero)

1st Affirmative Cross X (1AX):  								Rating:  _______ 	
Asks purposeful questions while doing any of the following:
Addressing negative main points in a way that steers the answers back to the affirmative’s side.
Exposing errors/weaknesses in evidence
Questioning source credibility 
Working to trap opponent
Working to setup partner

2nd Affirmative Speaker (2AC):  **picks up where 1AC left off.  				Rating:  _______ 	
Introduces self 
May reiterate important parts of affirmative philosophy to refute points made by NC
Addresses the Plan (either introduces altogether, finishes where 1AC left off, or reiterates the key planks/harms to be solved)
Restates and strengthens main points for the affirmative that the negative team tried to attack.
Should offer points to directly contradict the negative’s points
**Provides strong and repeated emphasis on overall advantages (benefit of the change) their plan provides
Ends with conclusion that sets up AR or calls for agreement with the Aff Case
Used at least 4 sources (if not, presenter earns a zero)

Negative peeps:  by this point, you want to begin really deciding why AFF case is not good!  You have two back to back speaking opportunities coming up.  Again, there are a few ways to do this.  
Prove that their plan does not actually solve the problem (solvency)
Prove that their plan creates more problems than it solves (disadvantages and harms)
Agree that there is a problem with the status quo but that there is a better way to solve it than AFF’s plan (create a counterplan).
Can argue AFF plan does not fit within framework of resolution (topicality)

Decide how you will FOCUS your arguments so that you can best reveal the flaws.  It’s not about responding to everything, but highlighting the ONE thing that makes their case flawed.


1st Negative Cross X (1NX):	  								Rating:  _______ 	
Asks purposeful questions to expose the flaw while doing any of the following:
Addressing plan's potential
Exposing errors/weaknesses in evidence
Addressing Harms:  Question inherency of them or significance
Questioning source credibility 
Working to trap opponent
Working to set up the final plea in the rebuttal

2nd Negative Speaker (2NC):  **this is the most “on the fly” speaker.  You must build off of the ACs and the 1NC!   Rating:____	
Introduces self 
States the negative’s narrowed stance on the topic.  
	**At this point, you want to highlight the specific contentions you’ll address.  (See note above)  So something like “We the negative see two major issues with the affirmative’s case, and they are __ and __.”  
Provides evidence to support their side/contradict the affirmative 
Repeats key information introduced by partner.
Ends with conclusion calling for the support of the negative side
Uses at least 4 sources (if not, presenter earns a zero)

2nd Affirmative Cross X (2AX):  								Rating:  _______ 
Asks purposeful questions while doing any of the following:
Addressing negative main points in a way that steers the answers back to the affirmative’s side.
Exposing errors/weaknesses in evidence
Questioning source credibility 
Working to trap opponent
Working to setup partner in the final plea in the AR

N.B. YOU CANNOT INTRODUCE ANY NEW INFO IN REBUTTALS!!!

Negative Rebuttal (NR):  									Rating:  _______ 
Asserts the key flaw/issue with the affirmative case.  
Repeats statistics/facts to support points (use the ones that pack the most punch…)
Again explains how the affirmative’s harms/evidence/solvency is faulty/infeasible.
Ends with thank you and plea to vote negative

Affirmative Rebuttal (AR):  									Rating:  _______ 
Summarizes main points of affirmative view
Counters all points presented by the negative side by any of the following
	Restating stats/facts previously used.  
	Emphasizing the seriousness of the harms 
Explainings how the affirmative’s plan is strong and feasible.
Ends with thank you and plea to support the affirmative case.  

In my opinion, the ______________________________ team argued most effectively.
ALL:  This is due after unpacking session.  
Debaters, remember to write your reflection as well and submit it and your self-eval the day after you present.

